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ABSTRACT

This work aims to instrument situations of museum visit us-
ing mobile devices. The main objective is then to adapt ac-
tivities and interactions seamlessly for the visitor, according to
his desires, his physical location and psychological context. This
adaptation involves a detailed model of the learning domain
and of the visitor’s situation; as well as the design of adapta-
tion mechanisms to provide information or activities appropri-
ately during the visit. To that end, a semantic model of the
learning domain (Cultural Heritage) and of the visitor’s context
are proposed. These models allow the computation of seman-
tic and contextual proximities, which enables to generate learn-
ing activities (recommendations, self-assessment games)while as-
sessing the adequation of these activities to the visitor context.

General Terms:

Ubiquitous learning, Semantic web, Museum

Keywords:
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rise of mobile devices has led to a new paradigm of technol-
ogy enhanced learning (TEL) environments: ubiquitous learning
environments. Like many classics TEL environments, ubiquitous
learning environments offer a computer based mediation between
the learner and the learning domain. However, in ubiquitousenvi-
ronments, this mediation takes place in a specific physical context
which partly determines the course of learning. The learneracts
both in the physical and in the digital spaces. Objects in thephys-
ical environment, as well as events or processes around the learner
are taken into account to provide appropriate information or to pro-
pose relevant interactions.
This work focus on ubiquitous learning in situations of informal
museum visits. An adaptation of semantics formalisms for describ-
ing cultural heritage is proposed to offer a rich semantic model
of artworks. Ubiquitous learning systems are based on a represen-
tation of the learner’s context. Taking inspiration from the work

of [15], the context is represented according to several contex-
tual spaces. Each space being associated with a contextual ontol-
ogy which formalize the modalities of contextual interaction for
this space (e.g. an event and time ontology for the interaction his-
tory context). These spaces construct a link between the contextual
knowledge and the knowledge from the learning domain. Further-
more, these spaces are automatically populated based on themove-
ments of the learner and his interactions with the device.
A process of operationalization of learning and context models us-
ing semantic proximities is described for the generation oflearn-
ing activities. To take into account the context in the generation
of activities, a computation of context proximities is proposed that
measure the adequacy of generated activities to the contextof the
visitor.
In the following, this paper describes the various works andap-
proaches for instrumented learning in museum. It then details a
proposition of semantics models of the domain and context and the
computation of semantic and contextual proximities for these mod-
els. Finally, it describes the generation of contextualized learning
activities permitted by these computation and presents some firsts
results.

2. STATE OF THE ART

Learning in museum and learning from museum has been a field
widely studied over the last decade. Some major consideration have
emerged from these research [5]. At first it is essential to take into
account the motivations of the museum visitor: why is he in the
museum for, what are his interests? Then in a constructivistlearn-
ing perspective it is fundamental to take into account the variety of
visitors personal histories to provide them the right content [1]. Fi-
nally the social role of exchanging with the peers during thevisit is
fundamental [4] to construct a shared understanding of the exhibit.
Various works have been proposed to instrument museum visits ei-
ther in a school visit perspective or in an informal visit perspec-
tive. These works can be classified in two categories. The first cat-
egory consists of task-based systems, these systems are generally
designed for school visits. In these systems, the learner issupposed
to accomplish various tasks in the museum with the support ofa
mobile device. The second category of systems is more designed
for informal visits. In these systems, the visitor can browse among
museum knowledge using the mobile device.
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2.1 Task Based Systems

Museum Detective Guide [11] illustrates well task-oriented ap-
proaches. The system is intended for students, who interactwith
a mobile device. Students are grouped in pairs and the tour isim-
posed. In front of certain artworks, a series of multiple choice ques-
tions should encourage students to consider properly the work in
question (e.g. What material is it made of?). Correct answers pro-
vide additional information while incorrect answers provide clues
to determine the correct answer. In addition to traditionalMCQ,
learners may take part in more sophisticated games, such as draw-
ing exercises. More open questions such as ”What do you think
the statue would say if it could talk? ” aim at initiating discussion
among learners about the exhibit.
Several other task-based systems have been designed for mobile
learning (not limited to the museum visit) CAESARUS [7], LO-
RAMS [8], IPerG1 (2008) ... Different kind of scenarios can be con-
sidered: role plays, simulations, puzzles ... One can find a review
of such systems in [3]. Despite surface differences, these systems
share various similarities. They share a constructivist perspective of
learning, allowing the learner to construct representations through
situated interactions. They all have a playful aspect and they pro-
mote social interaction between learners.
These approaches are interesting because they help to maintain in-
terest throughout the learning session, which is sometimesdifficult
for the younger students. However, in these approaches, thesce-
nario and activities are highly constrained, leaving little effective
freedom to learners. On the computer science perspective, these
approaches are also limited. They are not generic and therefore not
easily transferable to other locations or areas of learning.

2.2 Navigation Based Systems

Navigation-based systems differ from task-based system byonly
offering opportunities for browsing among documents related to
work, without offering more sophisticated interactions (e.g. games,
annotations). These approaches are rather intended to instru-
ment informal visits of museum. Many navigation-based systems
use knowledge representation formalisms to facilitate navigation
through information resources (audio, video, etc.).
The HIPPIE project [9] was one of the first systems using auto-
mated reasoning in the context of museum visits. HIPPIE usesa
characterization of works based on the ICONCLASS2 taxonomy,
an exhaustive classification of the different themes of western art.
Users are characterized by scores of interest for the different themes
of the taxonomy. When an user moves into the museum, the sys-
tem detects his position using a radio location technique. Therefore,
HIPPIE is able to inform the user on the works around him that are
relevant according to his interests. However, the artwork model in
HIPPIE is relatively poor (it is based only on ICONCLASS), and
HIPPIE can not propose self-assessments games.
The CHIP project [13] is a recommendation system of artworks
based on the users’ interests. The artwork model includes infor-
mation from ICONCLASS and three artistic taxonomies published
by the Getty Vocabularies Program3: ULAN (Union List of Artist
Names), TGN (Thesaurus of Geographic Names) and AAT (Art
and Architecture Thesaurus). When a user is interested by anart-
work, he may give a score of interest to different characteristics
of the work (style, subject, author ...). The system can thenrec-

1http://iperg.sics.se
2http://www.iconclass.nl
3http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies

ommend him artworks that are also likely to be of interest (e.g. a
visitor loving Magritte will be suggested surrealist painting). The
artwork model of CHIP is richer than the artwork model of HIPPIE,
however, it only allows comparison between artworks (not between
artists for example), furthermore CHIP does not propose pedagog-
ical activities.
These systems are interesting from the computer science perspec-
tive, as they are applicable to different museums and cultural
venues. They are based on a semantic representation of works
which gives them a certain genericity. In addition, they allow the
user to have a large freedom during the visit and automatically
adapt to his interests. However, they are poorly suited to support
a visit by a class. They offer no educational activity and do not
allow teachers to exercise guidance over the course of the visit.
This work is at the intersection of these two approaches. It is based
on a semantic model of the domain, that is to say, the culturalher-
itage. The use of semantic proximities permits to provide opportu-
nities for navigation among museal knowledge. These proximities
also allow the system to propose other types of activities such as
self-assessment games about the artworks according to their char-
acteristics. In addition, a semantic model of the visiting context is
proposed, seamlessly supplied according to the movements of the
visitor and his interaction with the application (e.g. consultation of
information about an artwork, games ...). In comparison of the pre-
sented systems, this work is based on a rich semantic representation
of artworks and on a generic semantic proximity computation. This
genericness allows to compare each kind of instances of the knowl-
edge base and to propose suggestions of artworks, authors, styles...
when other systems are limited to suggestion of artworks. More-
over, as far as we know, unlike existing navigation-based systems,
this work permits to propose relevant pedagogical activities while
remaining generic.

3. SEMANTIC MODELS OF DOMAIN AND
CONTEXT

3.1 Existing Knowledge Resources for Cultural
Heritage

One of this work objectives is to help the visitor to understand the
different types of links between the artworks. Therefore, arich and
precise representation of artworks is needed, that enablesto high-
light different aspects under which they can be compared. Consid-
ering the existing work in the field, the CIDOC-CRM ontology,
the ICONCLASS (CLASSificication iconography) taxonomy and
the Getty-AAT (Art and Architecture Thesaurus) thesaurus were
selected for the representation of museum knowledge.
The CIDOC-CRM ontology is the reference ontology for seman-
tic description of cultural heritage. It defines, among others, the
concepts of event, work, person, place... using the RDFS knowl-
edge description language. The CIDOC-CRM ontology is orga-
nized following a duality between physical objects, instances of
CIDOC:PhysicalObject, with spatialization properties and tempo-
ral concepts (CIDOC:TemporalEntity) making it particularly suit-
able for the description of museum artifacts. A museum artifact can
have a temporal extension accurately describing its creation mode,
the activities in which it has been involved, it’s successive own-
ers... However, CIDOC-CRM is a very generic ontology which not
defines concept for artworks styles and themes. It thereforeneeds
to be extended with the ICONCLASS and Getty-AAT controlled
vocabularies.
ICONCLASS taxonomy permits to characterize the themes of the
artworks. This is an exhaustive classification of artistic themes of
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Western art. The terms are organized as a hierarchy and thereis no
other relationship than Parent→ Child relationship (i.e. no object
property relations). This classification is extremely precise, for in-
stance it exists a concept for ”bearing the head, lifting ones hat”
(which is a sub-concept of ”salutating”).
The Art and Architecture Thesaurus vocabulary is developedby
the Getty Institute. It provides a controlled vocabulary for describ-
ing the qualities of the artworks and their mode of production.
The thesaurus is organised into seven mains hierarchies or facets
(e.g.Styles and Periods, Materials, Activities) with association and
equivalence relation between the hierarchies. In the scopeof this
work only theStyle and Periodshierarchy was used.

3.2 Semantic Model of Artworks

The CIDOC-CRM ontology is mainly focused on the
concept of event, all physical entities, sub-concepts of
CIDOC:PhysicalObject (e.g. person, artifact, building, col-
lections) are connected to each others via temporal entities,
sub-concepts ofCIDOC:TemporalEntity. Thus, there is no direct
relationship to specify that an artist is the author of an artwork.
To express such an assertion, it is necessary to associate the
instance representing the artist with an instance of production
event (CIDOC:Production) and associate the instance representing
the artwork to the instance of the production event as the product
of this production.

Fig. 1. Modelling of Epitaphios

This kind of modelling, using an intermediate instance between two
entities, is fairly standard. It is indeed possible to create complex re-
lationships via the intermediate instance. For example theinstance
of eventCIDOC:Productioncan be associated with a place (place
of creation of the work) and a date (date of creation of the work)
or to events have influenced the creation. This model is well suited
in the case of museums and cultural heritage institutions. These in-
stitutions may wish, for example, to trace the sequence of events
(e.g. legacies loans, seizures) which are involved in the history of a
museum artifact. Figure 1 illustrates the modelling of the artwork

Epitaphios (a religious tapestry of the seventeenth century) using
the original model.
This model is rich, it is however relatively difficult to implement di-
rectly. Populating the knowledge base through the available sources
of knowledge from the web of data is complex if one follows the
original model. Indeed, the largest knowledge bases of the web of
data (Freebase and DBPedia) are less rich in terms of expressivity
than CIDOC-CRM. For example, the concept of producing a work
does not exist in these bases. To populate the knowledge basefol-
lowing the CIDOC-CRM model, it is thus necessary to create an
”artificial” instance ofproduction eventwhich will link the artist
and the artwork. Moreover, as stated earlier, the purpose ofthis
model is to allow computation of semantic proximities that will
be intelligible to users. Several simplification of the CIDOC-CRM
model were therefore needed. The objective of the simplifications
of the model, in addition to facilitate the integration of external
knowledge, is that these new properties will ”speak” more tousers
when comparing two artworks. For example, instead of describing
two painting as having close creation events, to describe the paint-
ing close regarding their creation dates.

Fig. 2. Simplified modelling of Epitaphios

To that end, new properties were created by composition of oth-
ers properties. That is to say some couples of triples of the
form (a,Pi, b) and(b, Pj , c) were replaced by triples of the form
(a, Pk, c). The propertyPk being the composition of propertiesPi

andPj . These composition were applied in the case of properties
involving temporal instances between physical objects. The result
of these compositions applied to the modelling of Epitaphios is the
simplified description presented in Figure 2.
In order to complete the semantic model of the domain, it was nec-
essary to integrate into CIDOC-CRM the ICONCLASS hierarchy
and the Getty-AAT thesaurus. Two problems arise for the integra-
tion of these controlled vocabularies in CIDOC-CRM: at firstex-
pressing these vocabularies in the form of RDFS taxonomy, then
establishing links between these taxonomies and CIDOC-CRM.
To achieve this integration, these vocabularies were expressed
in the SKOS formalism. The second step is to integrate these
SKOS vocabularies in CIDOC-CRM. The purpose of this integra-
tion is to be able to make statements like: (CIDOC:LaJoconde
calm:hasTheme iconClass:Portrait). The CIDOC-CRM ontology
provides a specific concept for these kind of situations: the
CIDOC:E55.Typeconcept. This concept is specifically designed to
be an interface between controlled vocabularies and other concepts
of CIDOC-CRM. Each element of ICONCLASS and Getty-AAT
taxonomies is therefore an instance ofCIDOC:E55.Type. Two sub-
properties ofCIDOC:hasTypewere also defined:calm:hasTheme
andcalm:hasStyle.
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After integration of the controlled vocabularies, the semantic rep-
resentation of artworks (instances ofCIDOC:Man-Made-Thing) is
depicted in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Semantic model of artwork

3.3 Semantic Model of Context

The general principle of the context model is to represent the dif-
ferent kind of contexts (e.g. location, history of visit...) through dif-
ferent contextual spaces, each one structured by a specific domain
ontology, for instance a space ontology for the location context.
The domain ontology defines the kind of relationship betweenthe
visitor and the instances of the knowledge base museum. The do-
main ontology thus corresponds to the choice of a category ofcon-
text, describing a modality of interaction between the visitor and
artwork. The contextual spaces are populated with triples during
explicit interaction between the visitor and the device (e.g. asking
for more information about an artwork) or during implicit interac-
tions (e.g. moving in the museum, stopping in front of an artwork).

Fig. 4. Populating contextual spaces

Figure 4 explains this process: the visitor initiates an implicit (e.g.
by stopping in front of an artwork) or explicit (e.g. by accessing to
information about an artwork) interaction. This interaction triggers
the rules for the population of contextual spaces labelled 1and 2
in the example. Population rules uses a domain ontology thatde-
fines the type of relationship between the visitor and the artwork
(e.g. contemplate the work, read the instructions ...) and add new
statements to the contextual space.

Considering the works in the field of museology and museum learn-
ing, three contextual spaces were chosen to represent the context:
the location context, the interaction history context and the interest
context. These spaces are described extensively in [6]. Thehistor-
ical and interest contexts are structured by the SEM (SingleEvent
Model) ontology [12]. Instances of the museal knowledge base cor-
responding to elements that have been consulted are added tothe
historical and interest contexts. The SEM ontology permitsto give
these elements a spatial and temporal extension (where and when
items were consulted). The spatial context is based on the DaisY
ontology, which is used to describe the physical space of themu-
seum as well as the position of works.

4. SEMANTIC AND CONTEXTUAL PROXIMITIES

4.1 Semantic Proximities

One of this work objectives is to provide the user with relevant
suggestions of paintings, artists, styles... whenever he consults in-
formation about a painting, an artist or a style. To that extent, it
is necessary to have a numerical value that quantify the seman-
tic proximity between two instances of concepts of the museum
knowledge base.
To that end, the general approach of proximity by propertiespro-
posed by [10] was followed. However this approach have to be
modified to suit to the specific situation of museum visit. Theprin-
ciple of this approach is to determine the proximity betweentwo
concepts by the properties they have in common. The more two
concepts have properties in common the more they can be consid-
ered close. However, the proximity proposed by [10] is applied to
concepts of an ontology. In a museum visit situation, it is necessary
to compute the proximity betweeninstances of concepts. Indeed
to determine the proximity between the concept ofPainting and
the concept ofSculpture, for instance, would be of little interest
for the user. Instead comparing a particular painting and a particu-
lar sculpture by trying to determine what they have in commonor
different provides interesting information to the user. Rather than
comparing the properties of concepts, the values of the properties
of instances are compared.
The more the values taken by the properties of two instances are
close, the more these instances are close. The difficulty in the con-
struction of this new measure of semantic proximity is the variety of
types of values that can have properties. Properties may in fact have
for range instances hierarchically organized (e.g.calm:hasStyle),
instances not hierarchically organized (e.g.calm:hasParent) or
datatype values (e.g.calm:hasBirthDate). Computation methods of
proximity will differ according to the type of the range of the prop-
erties, comparing two artists according to their styles will not be the
same as comparing two artists according to their birth dates. The
computation of proximity proposed here permits to integrate these
heterogeneous information to construct a single numeric value.
To determine the set of properties of interest for visitors,the notion
of concept of interest is defined. A concept of interest is a concept
of the ontology which instances will appear in the various activities
that are proposed (e.g. suggestion, game...). A set of six concepts of
interest were selected in the modified version of CIDOC-CRM on-
tology :Person, Style, Artwork, Historical Event, PlaceandTheme.
The choice of these concepts of interest permits to construct a ma-
trix of properties of interest (Table 1). It is a matrixT [i, j], where
T [0, k] = T [k, 0] are the concepts of interest andT [i, j] are all re-
lations in the ontology, withT [i, 0] as domain andT [0, j] as range.
Thus, the linei of the matrix defines the set of properties of interest
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that the conceptT [i, 0] have. The columnj of the matrix defines
all the properties in which conceptT [0, j] is involved.

Table 1. Excerpt of matrix of properties of interest
cidoc:Person getty:Style cidoc:Artwork

cidoc:Person [hasParent]
[hasMaster]
[hasStudent]

[hasStyle] [partipatesIn cre-
ates]
[owns]

getty:Style [isStyleOf] [broader]
[narrower]
[wu(style1,style2)]

[isStyleOf]

cidoc:Artwork [depicts] [hasStyle] [partOf]

Line 2 of Table 1 permits to compare two instances of
Cidoc:Person. Two persons can be compared according to their
parents, teachers or students, styles and works they have created
or they own. It is therefore possible to construct a vector ofprox-
imity quantifying, per property of interest, the proximityof the two
instances.
Two methods of calculation for this proximity are used depending
on the range of the propertyP . If the range of the property consists
of concept which instances are not organized hierarchically (e.g.
calm:hasMaster), the value of proximity is given by:

ProxP (A,B) =
|P (A) ∩ P (B)|

|P (A) ∪ P (B)|

With P (A) being the set of instancesi such as there exist a triple
(A, P, i). ProxP (A,B) is the Jaccard index between the set of in-
stancesP (A) andP (B). This index is indeed appropriate to eval-
uate the proximity of two sets.
If the range of the property consists of concept which instances are
organized hierarchically (e.g.calm:Styleor calm:Theme), the value
of the proximity is given by the proximity computation proposed by
[14] between these two values:

Proxp(A,B) =
2.depth(C)

depthC(A) + depthC(B)

With C being the least common subsummer ofA andB, depth(C)
the distance in arcs betweenC and the root of the hierarchy and
depthC(A) the number of arcs betweenA and the root of the hi-
erarchy passing throughC. This proximity is indeed well suited to
hierarchies, its value depending both on the deepness ofA andB
in the hierarchy and in the number of arcs between them.
These computations permit to obtain a vector of proximity per
property. In order to compare two instances depending on their
proximity to a third instance, this vector must be aggregated in an
unique value. To obtain a single value, it is assumed that allproper-
ties have the same importance. The value of the aggregation is the
average of the values of the proximity per property vector. In the
following P (A,B) represents the value of the semantic proximity
between instancesA andB.
The use of semantic proximity permits to provide two categories
of contextualized activities in the museum. The first category con-
cerns the recommendation of elements of interest to the visitor. In
order to suggest element of interest, the kind of element of which
the user consults information about on his device is considered (e.g.
artwork, biography, description of a theme ...). The visitor is then
suggested to consider elements of the same kind (e.g. artwork, bi-
ography...) that are semantically close to the one he consults. For
example, if the user consults the biography ofLeonardo da Vinci,

he may be suggested to considered the biography ofRaphael, an-
other painter of the Italian Renaissance. Furthermore, these sug-
gestions are explained by sentences in natural language, generated
using triples of the knowledge bases used in the computationof
proximity. For example, an argument to considerRaphaelmay be
”He is another painter of the Italian Renaissance.”
The second category of activities are contextualized self-
assessment games. Three types of games are proposed: MCQ (Mul-
tiple choice questions) games, true/false games and classification
games (e.g. to classify paintings by date, style...). The generation
process for MCQ is detailed below. From a statement of the knowl-
edge base involving instances of concepts of interest, a question is
generated. For example, the assertion(calm:deVinci calm:created
calm:monaLisa)is transformed into the question ”Who painted
the Mona Lisa?”. Distractors (incorrect answers) are then selected
among the instances semantically close to the instance representing
the right answercalm:deVinci.

4.2 Contextual Proximities

The use of semantic proximities for game or suggestion generation
is interesting, but does not take into account what has been the ac-
tual tour of the visitor, the artworks he has seen, those around him...
To provide truly personalized interactions the semantic proximities
computations are completed by contextual proximities. These prox-
imities permit to determine whether a game or a recommendation
is consistent with the user’s context.
The previous section presented how contextual spaces are popu-
lated during the visit. These spaces are primarily structures to rep-
resent museal knowledge ”around” the user and in his interaction
history. This section details how to compute contextual proximity
between a game or a suggestion and the contextual spaces of the
user.
Contextual proximity computation are very similar in the case of
the historical context and location context. The computation for
the location context is detailed here. The problem is to determine
the proximity between a setE of instances of the museum knowl-
edge base (e.g. instances involved in a quiz or in a suggestion) and
the location context of the user. To that end, the setEL is con-
structed which contains instances of the museum knowledge base
that are present in the location context together with the values of
their properties (for example, if a painting is present in the location
context inEL the style and author of the painting are added inEL).
Finally, the comparison between the setE with the setEL is
performed. This operation gives a contextual proximity value that
quantifies the presence of instances ofE in the location context:

ProxContext(E,EL) =
|E ∩ EL|

|EL|

If the value ofProxContext is close to 1, it means that the setE
is close toEL. That is to say instances inE are also present in
the immediate environment of the user. For example, the instances
associated with painters, styles and themes present inE will be
present around the visitor.
In the case of the interest context the computation is slightly dif-
ferent . The main idea is that if the visitor have an interest for a
painter, he certainly have an interest for this painter artworks, his
style... That is to say for the values of the properties of theinstance
representing the painter in question.
In order to take these interests into account, the setEI of the in-
stances of the museum knowledge base present in the interestcon-
text is constructed and a semantic relaxation is applied to this set.
That is to say, for each instance of the museum knowledge basein
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EI , the values of properties of interest of this instance are added to
the set. IfErel denote this new set, the proximity between a group
of instancesE and the context of interest is computed as below:

ProxContext(E,EI) =
|E ∩EIrel

|

|EIrel
|

4.3 Selection of Suggestion and Self-assessment Games
to Propose

To determine which suggestions to propose to the user, thesesug-
gestions are ordered according to their semantic and contextual
proximities with the element that the user is considering (e.g. bi-
ography of an artist, explanation of an artwork). Let’s suppose that
the element in question is represented by the instanceI and one
potential suggestion is represented by an instanceP . A semantic
relaxation is applied on this instance to obtain the setPrel. The
principle this relaxation is to add to the setPrel the set of property
interests of this instance and the instanceP itself.
The computation of the score of relevance of the suggestion of an
instanceP with respect to the instanceI is therefore:

Score(P,EI , EL, EH) = ProxSem(I,P ) +

ProxContext(Prel, EI , EL, EH)

ProxContext(Prel, EI , EL, EH) being the mean of the sum of
contextual proximities betweenPrel and the history, location and
interest contexts.
A very similar computation is used to determine the self-
assessment games to propose to the user. Let’sG be a self-
assessment game andI(G) the set of instances involved inG (for
example the good answer and the distractors in the case of a MCQ
game). The score of the gameG is given by:

Score(I(G), EI , EL, EH) =

ProxContext(I(G), EI , EL, EH)

5. USAGE SCENARIO

This section presents the developed prototype through an usage sce-
nario. The user interacts directly with an Android client application.
Computation of semantic and contextual proximities are realized
by a server application which communicates with the client appli-
cation via RestLet services. To illustrate the automatic population
of contextual spaces during the use of the application, the states of
the user’s contexts are represented in the various screens.
The activities can be separated into two categories: consultation and
navigation among museal knowledge (where the visitor is rather
receiver) and self-assessment games (where the visitor is active).
The visitor is free to switch whenever he wishes from one kindof
activity to another. For the sake of simplicity, consultation and nav-
igation activities are presented first following by the presentation
of self-evaluation activities.

5.1 Browsing among Knowledge Associated to
Artworks

When the visit begins, the different contextual spaces (location, his-
tory and interest) are empty. The visitor moves through the museum
space and when he encounters an artwork that interests him, he can
use the device to select that artwork among the different artworks
physically close to him (Figure 5). This explicit choice of the work

is necessary due to the relatively poor precision of indoor localiza-
tion tools.

Fig. 5. Explicit selection of artwork

When the user has selected the artwork for which he wants infor-
mation, he is directed to a page with information about that artwork
(corresponding to the cartel, title, author and date of execution).
The page also contains a more detailed description or the artwork.
This description is not generated automatically (it is the same for
all visitors). It corresponds to what can be find in the exhibition
catalogue. Figure 6 presents the information page ofThe Lady with
an Ermineby Leonardo da Vincias well as the context state of the
visitor. Since he is at the beginning of the visit, only the location
context has elements.

Fig. 6. Consultation of information about an artwork

The application screen of figure 6 have three parts. The left part,
which will be discussed later, provides additional information re-
lated to the artwork. For instance, information about the artist, the
style or the events depicted in the artwork.
The central part of the screen includes an image of the artwork to
confirm to the user that he is consulting the information for the
chosen artwork. This part have a vertical scroll bar to consult the
full description.
Finally, the right part of the screen contains the suggestions pro-
posed to the user. These suggestions are classified into three cate-
gories: the artworks in the museum that the user has not seen yet,
the artworks that are close to the user (i.e. in his location context)
and finally the artworks previously consulted by the user.
From this screen, several interaction are possible. At first, an im-
plicit interaction: if the visitor stays long enough on the screen,
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the artwork is automatically added as part of his interest context.
The visitor can also add this artwork to his interest contextthrough
the application menu. He may also consult the works that are sug-
gested at the right of the screen. Figure 7 shows the consultation
of the suggestionLe Condottiere. During the consultation of a sug-
gestion, the justifications for this suggestion are exposedin natural
language to the visitor. These justifications are aimed to help the
visitor to establish mental links between the different artworks.

Fig. 7. Consultation of a suggestion

Finally, the user can also consult information about the author, the
style, the characters, the period or events related to the artwork. To
do this, he uses the left menu. Consultation of information about
an entity associated to the artwork takes exactly the same form as
the consultation of the artwork. Consultation of information about
the author ofThe Lady with an Ermineis presented in Figure 8.
Suggestions of artists semantically close toLeonardo da Vinciare
proposed. When the visitor consults the suggestion of an artist, he
also has access to a justification of that suggestion, which allows
him to establish mental connection between the two artists.

Fig. 8. Consultation of an artist biography

5.2 Self-Assessment Games

At any time during the visit, the visitor may access to self-
assessment games. These activities are aimed at providing arelax-
ing playtime during the visit and to allow visitors to validate their
knowledge through exercises of increasing difficulty.
When the user selects the itemGo to gamesin the application
menu, he is directed to the MCQ games page. One question, in line
with its context as described in Section 3, is then proposed (figure
9).

Fig. 9. Example of an MCQ game

Here again several options are available to the user: he may of
course answer the question. In this case a message will inform him
if the answer is correct or incorrect by giving the correct answer
if necessary. The user may also, load a different question with the
Reload button at the bottom right of the screen. Other games are
accessible (Figure 10) via a horizontal scrolling, fairly standard for
this type of application.

Fig. 10. Example of classification game

6. VALIDATION

Two main aspects of this work were evaluated: the relevance of the
generated questions and recommendations and the usabilityof the
system in a situation of museum visit.

6.1 Relevance of generated questions and
recommendations

To assess the relevance of the questions and recommendations gen-
erated by the system, a knowledge base containing fifty worksand
ten artists from the Middle Ages to modern times was built. That
knowledge base was generated from semantic descriptions avail-
able in DBPedia. For each work and artist of the knowledge base,
the four closest recommendations were generated together with a
set of MCQ about artists and artworks. A domain expert was then
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Table 2. Usability and utility
Task Usability Utility
Consult artwork description 83 97
Consult suggestion 78 86
Consult annotation 73 60
Submit an annotation 63 52

asked to assign a score from 0 to 10 for each set of recommenda-
tions and a score from 0 to 10 for each question. The results are
summarized in the figure 11.

Fig. 11. Evaluation of recommendations and MCQ

The average score is relatively good for recommendations and
questions. The low minimum can be explained by the mode of con-
struction of the knowledge base. Artists and works with low scores
in terms of recommendation or questions are artists or workswhose
semantic description is extremely brief in DBpedia. These scores
may be improved if the descriptions are completed.

6.2 Usability experiment

An usability experiment was conducted during an actual museum
visit. The experiment took place in the Great Hall of the Impe-
rial Palace of Compiegne (France) and involved 37 visitors.The
classical approach for interfaces evaluation, System Usability Scale
method [2] was used. The visitors were asked to perform a set of
tasks using the application: consultation of information about art-
works, consultation of suggestion, free annotation of artworks and
consultation of annotations. The visitors then filled a questionnaire
to assess the usability and usefulness of each task. The table 2 sum-
marizes the scores of usability and usefulness of differenttasks on
a scale from 0 to 100.
The consultations and suggestions activities achieve goodscores in
terms of usability and usefulness. The tasks getting the worst scores
are free annotations of artworks and consultation of annotations.
Following this experiment, free annotation were replaced with self-
assessment games which appears to be more suitable in the context
of an informal museum visit.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an ubiquitous learning system designed to as-
sist informal museum visits. Using a semantic representation of the
context and cultural heritage various contextualized activities were
proposed to help visitors to navigate through the museum knowl-
edge and to use the acquired knowledge through self-assessment

activities. The originality of this proposal is based on thedual mod-
elling, semantic and contextual, which permits to provide activities
that are both semantically and contextually relevant to thevisitor.
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